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The Star Zoo
Have you wondered what life at the zoo is really like? With breathtaking original images from aNational Geographic photographer, this book gives a unique behind-the-scenes view. This is the
perfect book for every budding zoologist and animal-loving kid! Featuring illuminating photography and writing from Michael George, Life at the Zoo provides a precious glimpse inside the
beloved institution. Children can meet the creatures who live there--and the people who care for them, too. They'll have so much fun, they won't even realize how much they're learning!
"There are 10 noisy zoo animals to discover in this bright, interactive book. Little ones will love looking at the pictures, pressing the buttons, and roaring along with the tiger!"--Page
[4] cover.
“Abounding with humor and detail, this brain-building excursion to an illustrated zoo would be a great rainy-day substitute for a real one.”—The Wall Street Journal In these one-of-a-kind
picture books, every page is bursting with life—and tons to discover! Children as young as two have a blast pointing out recognizable things—a blue tricycle, a hungry dog, a piggyback
ride—while older kids can follow the star characters from page to page, telling their stories along the way. How? Wimmelbooks are virtually instruction-free, inviting kids to make their own
way through the busy Wimmelworld they encounter, and to craft their own stories. First, you’re introduced to a unique cast of characters who are hidden in plain sight on the pages that
follow. As you seek them out, each character’s storyline unfolds, but it’s up to kids to interpret the scenes and create stories they think fit. It’s hours upon hours of fun—and an
effortless introduction to literacy to boot. So welcome to Wimmelzoo! From the wildcat enclosure to the aviary to the monkey house, get ready to explore an array of animal exhibits and spot
the characters there to enjoy them in My Big Wimmelbook—A Day at the Zoo. -------------------- Wimmelbooks originated in Germany decades ago and have become a worldwide sensation with
children (and adults!) everywhere. My Big Wimmelbooks is the first-ever Wimmelbook series to feature Wimmelbooks as Wimmelbooks in English.
From New York Times bestselling author Mac Barnett and Geisel Award-winning illustrator Greg Pizzoli, an uproarious early reader series about a mischievous rabbit, a cranky old lady, and a
lovable dog. Jack, Rex, and the Lady visit the zoo. But when Jack gets hungry, he sneaks into a koala's cage to steal some snacks. In a case of mistaken identity, the Lady takes the koala
home and leaves Jack stuck in the cage. How will Jack escape, and will the Lady and Rex be happier with the new Jack? Welcome to the laugh-out-loud and irreverent world of Jack, a new early
reader series by the New York Times bestselling and award-winning team of Mac Barnett and Greg Pizzoli.
Finding You at the Zoo
The Evolution of Wildlife Conservation Centers
1, 2, 3 to the Zoo
Zoey Goes to the Zoo
Poo in the Zoo
Storytime Giants provides large-format versions of favourite picture stories by well-known authors. This is a counting book.
Louise Erdrich meets Karen Russell in this deliciously strange and daringly original novel from Pulitzer Prize finalist Margaret Verble: An eclectic cast of characters--both real and
ghostly--converge at an amusement park in Nashville, 1926.
Looks at the history of zoos, describes their conservation function, and shows how they educate the public
Beginners. Speed level 6 (100-110wpm). In the far distant future, Hummingbird is a girl of sixteen who lives somewhere in the Galaxy, on a planet called Just Like Home. She has never seen a
real hummingbird. The Book of Remembering says that there were once many animals on a planet called Earth, but that was before the Burning.
A Delightful Animal Book for Children Ages 2 To 5
My Room Is a Zoo!
Zoo Book
The Star Zoo
A moving, vividly rendered novel from the late author of The Basketball Diaries. When poet, musician, and diarist Jim Carroll died in September 2009, he was putting the finishing touches on a potent work of fiction. The Petting Zoo tells the story of Billy
Wolfram, an enigmatic thirty- eight-year-old artist who has become a hot star in the late-1980s New York art scene. As the novel opens, Billy, after viewing a show of Velázquez paintings, is so humbled and awed by their spiritual power that he suffers an
emotional breakdown and withdraws to his Chelsea loft. In seclusion, Billy searches for the divine spark in his own work and life. Carroll's novel moves back and forth in time to present emblematic moments from Billy's life (his Irish Catholic upbringing, his
teenage escapades, his evolution as an artist and meteoric rise to fame) and sharply etched portraits of the characters who mattered most to him, including his childhood friend Denny MacAbee, now a famous rock musician; his mentor, the unforgettable art
dealer Max Bernbaum; and one extraordinary black bird. Marked by Carroll's sharp wit, hallucinatory imagery, and street-smart style, The Petting Zoo is a frank, haunting examination of one artist's personal and professional struggles.
Rod Campbell’s classic lift-the-flap book Dear Zoo has been a firm favorite with toddlers and parents alike ever since it was first published in 1982. Young readers love lifting the flaps to discover the animals the zoo has sent—a monkey, a lion, and even an
elephant! But will they ever find the perfect pet? With bright, bold artwork, a catchy refrain, and a whole host of favorite animals, Dear Zoo is a must for every child’s bookshelf.
Different animals display their accompanying sounds, making for a very noisy zoo. On board pages.
A heart can be hopeful, or silly, or happy. A heart can be rugged, or snappy, or lonely. A heart holds every different feeling, and debut author-artist Michael Hall captures each one with a delicate touch. For each feeling, the bold, graphic artwork creates an
animal out of heart shapes, from "eager as a beaver" to "angry as a bear" to "thoughtful as an owl." An accessible and beautiful debut, My Heart Is Like a Zoo is everything a classic picture book should be: honest, sincere, and speaking directly to even the
very youngest child. Ages: 0 - 5
Noisy Zoo
A Novel
Zoo Nebraska
The Storytime: The Star of the Zoo
Put Me in the Zoo
A must-read for anyone who has ever wondered why people do what they do, from the popular author of The Naked Ape. This study concerns the city dweller. Morris finds remarkable similarities with captive zoo animals
and looks closely at the aggressive, sexual and parental behaviour of the human species under the stresses and pressures of urban living. ‘Compelling and absorbing...Morris is concerned with the tension between our
biology and our culture, as it is expressed in power, sex, status and war games’ New York Times
Sing-a-long to this wild new version of The Wheels on the Bus. Kids sing and act out motions as they learn about animals in the zoo. Preschoolers love to flap their wings like a toucan, raise their trunks like an elephant, and
more. Enjoy the beautiful watercolor artwork in this playful book. The whole family can have fun at home?or in the car driving to the zoo!
At the zoo, animals in action aren't always what they seem! When you're at the zoo, do you see scary crocodiles? Chimpanzees being silly? Look again! A young narrator makes the rounds of a zoo, pointing out that animals
have special reasons for doing what they do. The crocodile is protecting her babies, and the chimpanzees are learning by trying new things. Animals protect, play, bathe, and communicate in different ways. Even the
zookeeper isn't just a zookeeper. . .she's the narrator's mom! A picture book that challenges kids to think beyond their first impressions--in a warm and eye-opening read perfect for storytime.
Join the Little People as they visit the zoo and see an amazing assortment of animals in this updated, bestselling lift-the-flap board book featuring brand new art! From a polar bear and her baby to a jumping kangaroo to
mischievous monkeys to lounging lions and so much more, there are amazing animals everywhere Sofie, Koby and their friends look when they pay a visit to the zoo. Brand new bright and cheery illustrations, more than
fifty flaps to lift that introduce surprises, and early learning concepts including action words, make Fisher-Price Little People: Welcome to the Zoo! a book to turn to again and again.
Jack at the Zoo
The Zoo Book
You See a Zoo, I See...
The View at the Zoo
Pat the Zoo (Pat the Bunny)
The animals are settling down for the night when a shooting star falls into the zoo. Little Star is desperate to get back home, but who will help her? One by one, each of the animals offers to help
Little Star, but none of them are tall enough to reach the sky. Finally Ant comes forward. Together with all of her friends and family, Ant makes a tower tall enough to get Little Star home. Their work
done, the animals finally go to sleep. High above them, Little Star twinkles like a diamond in the sky. This Storytime title is perfect for teaching children the value of teamwork.
An alphabet of rowdy toy animals employ all the bedtime delay tactics they can muster to keep a little boy from sleeping.
Sixty-two drawings depict a variety of zoo animals, each with something missing. Young children can add teeth to a grinning crocodile, dream up a snack for a gorilla, and add other imaginative details.
A level 3 Oxford Bookworms Library graded readers. Written for Learners of English by Harry Gilbert. In our world today a hummingbird is a small, brilliantly coloured bird that lives in the tall trees of
tropical forests. In the far distant future, Hummingbird (Hummy for short) is a girl of sixteen who lives somewhere in the Galaxy, on a planet called Just Like Home. She has the name ‘Hummingbird’ in big
letters on all her clothes, but she has never seen a real hummingbird. She has never seen any living animal or bird at all. The Book of Remembering says that there were once many animals on a planet
called Earth, but that was before the Burning, a long, long time ago . . .
The Bronx Zoo
A Night at the Zoo
Peek Inside the Zoo
Froot Zoo
The Petting Zoo
Beautiful hand-drawn and painted artwork of zany fruit and animal combinations create a rainbow of fantasy creatures to discover through riddle and rhyme. Children will learn about colors, fruits, animals, textures, cultures and geography while guessing at wordplay puzzles and
reading the factual glossary that follows the story. Amy's bright, beautiful and imaginative artwork is sure to delight early readers and entice them to use their imaginations and deductive reasoning to figure out the mash-up!
These lift-the-flaps and touch-and-feel board books are perfect for toddlers exploring the world they know! In this toddler's world, Alex the cat wants to play at the zoo! But where are all his friends? Lift the flaps at every stop, and help Alex round up a group of animal friends.
Elephants, pandas, porcupines, and zebras join Alex outside to play on a touch-and-feel bounce house! In this fresh new series, friendly animals put the spotlight on familiar places found in the toddler world, including Hello House, Hello Zoo, and Hello Farm.
The Oxford Bookworms Library offers new editions of the original Oxford Bookworms Black and Green series, merging the two series into one with new covers. The new editions build on the success of the original series and provide enhanced teaching support. Sixteen
additional pages inside each book allow extra pages of activities and increased author and series information. Some of the titles have new illustrations. For those titles which had associated cassettes, the cassettes will remain available with the same ISBNs as before.
Will the last humans on Earth please turn out the lights? James Patterson's ZOO was just the beginning. The planet is still under violent siege by ferocious animals. Humans are their desperate prey. Except some humans are evolving, mutating into a savage species that could
save civilization--or end it. BookShots LIGHTNING-FAST STORIES BY JAMES PATTERSON Novels you can devour in a few hours Impossible to stop reading All original content from James Patterson
This Zoo Is Not for You
My Big Wimmelbook—A Day at the Zoo
Roar at the Zoo!
The Star Zoo Level 3 Oxford Bookworms Library
A Counting Book

When a platypus wanders into a zoo one day, the animals want to know why he should be allowed to join them.
A large, spotted animal discovers he really belongs in a circus, not a zoo. On board pages.
Do you sometimes struggle to be you? Climb inside the cages of the zoo to discover the age-old secrets of unlocking the most beautiful you! Joel Katte has been an educator since 2001 and a staff developer and speaker since 2013. His
professional learning experience IGNITE #loveinschools is positively transforming school cultures. It is helping educators achieve greater work-life harmony and maximize their relationships and moments with students, colleagues,
families, and community members. The positive energy that emerges from IGNITE #loveinschools instantly catapults school cultures to greater levels. Joel is an experienced secondary school English teacher, elementary school
principal, and alternative schools district administrator who has served students of all ages in both urban and rural settings. He has served the most at-promise students as well as the most gifted.
Depicts the variety of animals that live in a zoo.
Star Zoo
Hello Zoo
When Two Feathers Fell from the Sky
My Heart Is Like a Zoo
Life at the Zoo
In this humorous twist on a visit to the zoo, just who has the more interesting view? Find out in this board book edition of a much-loved title. As morning dawns, the zookeeper makes his
rounds, exhorting animals to wake up, comb their hair, and stand up straight. When human visitors arrive, the observations begin to flow: "My, what silly things they do, all these creatures
at the zoo. Walking on all kinds of feet, dancing to an inner beat. Babies riding on their backs, on their bellies, snug in sacks. Hear the silly sounds they speak, as they howl and squawk
and shriek!" But just who is talking about whom? With a clever twist and a new, sturdy board book format, this book will have even the youngest children begging for a trip to the zoo.
A moving true story of American struggle. Royal, Nebraska, population eighty-one--where the church, high school, and post office each stand abandoned, monuments to a Great Plains town that
never flourished. But for nearly twenty years, they had a zoo, seven acres that rose from local peculiarity to key tourist attraction to devastating tragedy. And it all began with one man's
outsize vision. When Dick Haskin's plans to assist primatologist Dian Fossey in Rwanda were cut short by her murder, Dick's devotion to primates didn't die with her. He returned to his
hometown with Reuben, an adolescent chimp, in the bed of a pickup truck and transformed a trailer home into the Midwest Primate Center. As the tourist trade multiplied, so did the
inhabitants of what would become Zoo Nebraska, the unlikeliest boon to Royal's economy in generations and, eventually, the source of a power struggle that would lead to the tragic implosion
of Dick Haskin's dream. A resonant true story of small-town politics and community perseverance and of decent people and questionable choices, Zoo Nebraska is a timely requiem for a rural
America in the throes of extinction.
While at the zoo Pat the Bunny pets the animals, from a wrinkly elephant to a feathery parrot. On board pages.
The Star ZooOxford University Press, USA
A Sing and Act Along Book to the Tune Wheels on the Bus
Dear Zoo
Zoo 2
Animals in the Zoo
Old MacDonald Had a . . . Zoo?
An extended retelling of the classic children's song "Old MacDonald Had a Farm" by beloved author/illustrator Iza Trapani featuring zoo animals running amok on the farmstead. Iza Trapani is known for her clever twists on classic nursery rhymes. This time she
outdoes herself with a vist to longtime favorite Old MacDonald. His busy little farm--with a moo, moo here and a moo, moo there is out of controwhen zoo animals like kangaroos, elephants, and hippos join the menagerie. What's a farmer to do? Iza Trapani's
hilarious, jam-packed illustrations are full of details animal-loving readers will point at with glee. And the sweet ending will keep them giggling until the next reading.
Brimming with charm, sparkling prose and undeniably unique characters, this hilarious novel set in the Tower of London has the transportive qualities and delightful magic of the contemporary classics Chocolat and Amelie. Balthazar Jones has lived in the Tower of
London with his loving wife, Hebe, and his pet, the oldest living tortoise, for the past eight years. That's right, he is a Beefeater. It's no easy job navigating the trials and tribulations that come with living and working in the largest tourist attraction in London. The
once white-hot flame of Hebe and Balthazar's love has been snuffed in the few years since their son Milo died, a death for which Balthazar blames himself. When Balthazar is tasked with setting up an elaborate menagerie within the Tower walls to house the many
exotic animals gifted to the Queen by foreign dignitaries, life at the Tower gets all the more interesting. Penguins escape, a bearded pig goes missing, giraffes are stolen, the komodo dragon sends innocent people running for their lives, and canaries suffer fainting
fits. As he attempts to cope with this four-legged invasion and his marriage continues to crumble, Balthazar must confront the secret he has been harbouring about his son's death, if he wants to save his marriage and his sanity. CAST OF CHARACTERS Balthazar
Jones: Beefeater, overseer of the Tower's royal menagerie, father to Milo, and collector of rain Hebe Jones: Balthazar's wife who works at London Underground's Lost Property Office Mrs. Cook: Balthazar and Hebe's 180 + year-old tortoise - the oldest tortoise in
the world Arthur Catnip: London Underground ticket inspector of limited height Rev. Septimus Drew: Tower chaplain who writes forbidden prose and pines for one of the residents Ruby Dore: Barmaid at the Tower's Rack & Ruin pub who has a secret Valerie
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Jennings: Hebe's eccentric colleague who falls for someone of limited height The Ravenmaster: Philandering Beefeater who looks after the Tower's ravens Sir Walter Raleigh: Former Tower prisoner and its most troublesome ghost Chief Yeoman Warder: Suspicious
head Beefeater Oswin Fielding: Equerry to The Queen Samuel Crapper: Lost Property Office's most frequent customer Yeoman Gaoler: Deputy to the Chief Yeoman Warder who is terrorized by ghostly poetry at night
Zoey Goes To the Zoo is loaded with age appropriate happy facts about many animals and with full color illustrations. Your child will want you to read this book over and over - bedtime or anytime.
A busy day at the zoo leaves Pop and Sam tuckered out on a bench. As they nap through closing time, the animals come out to play. When Pop's cell phone captures Monkey's interest, he snaps a few pictures with it before dropping it on Giraffe's head. So begins a
hilarious chain of events that gets the whole zoo howling, awakens Pop and Sam, and alerts a guard. As Pop and Sam are escorted out, they watch in wonder as Parrot drops the phone into Sam's hands. But the real surprise comes when the phone's photos reveal the
monkey business that was afoot while they slept!
The Dismantling of an American Dream
What Nature Can Teach Us about Living Longer, Healthier Lives
Fisher-Price Little People: Welcome to the Zoo!
The Tower, the Zoo and the Tortoise
The Human Zoo
The acclaimed relief pitcher shares his frequently bitter memories of the Yankees' championship 1978 season, one marred by various feuds and much infighting, alternating with irreverent anecdotes about his eccentric superstar teammates, managers, and owners.
Reprint.
Stories of long-lived animal species̶from thousand-year-old tubeworms to 400-year-old sharks̶and what they might teach us about human health and longevity. Opossums in the wild don t make it to the age of three; our pet cats can live for a decade and a half;
cicadas live for seventeen years (spending most of them underground). Whales, however, can live for two centuries and tubeworms for several millennia. Meanwhile, human life expectancy tops out around the mid-eighties, with some outliers living past 100 or even 110.
Is there anything humans can learn from the exceptional longevity of some animals in the wild? In Methusaleh s Zoo, Steven Austad tells the stories of some extraordinary animals, considering why, for example, animal species that fly live longer than earthbound species
and why animals found in the ocean live longest of all. Austad̶the leading authority on longevity in animals̶argues that the best way we will learn from these long-lived animals is by studying them in the wild. Accordingly, he proceeds habitat by habitat, examining
animals that spend most of their lives in the air, comparing insects, birds, and bats; animals that live on, and under, the ground̶from mole rats to elephants; and animals that live in the sea, including quahogs, carp, and dolphins. Humans have dramatically increased their
lifespan with only a limited increase in healthspan; we re more and more prone to diseases as we grow older. By contrast, these species have successfully avoided both environmental hazards and the depredations of aging. Can we be more like them?
Bob McGrew, the head keeper at the zoo, loves his job -- except when he has to clean up the poo! One day, the iguana leaves behind something that catches the attention of the entire town -- and a poo museum owner -- and ends up making Bob's messy job a lot easier!
Methuselah's Zoo
What to Doodle? at the Zoo
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